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Our Vision
To provide Traceability Systems which can be implemented
in stages, meeting customers’ needs and budgets.
The Stevens Traceability System is a modularised system, meaning each
module can be installed independently. This gives customers greater

Stevens
Traceability
The UK’s leading provider of traceability systems, recipe
formulation systems, weighing equipment and servicing.
Stevens Traceability is a privately owned, ISO-accredited company who

flexibility financially, as well as more time to implement new automated

“

processes into their business when required.

“Not everyone wants or needs a full end-to-end traceability system or
has the capital to invest in a system in one go. It’s, for this reason, we
have created a modularised traceability system to give manufacturers
the flexibility to improve their processes in stages, not having to
invest in a full end-to-end system which they may not utilise initially.”
Mike Wynburg, Managing Director

As a critical supplier, we are key to the operations and

develop their own software and work strategically with manufacturers looking

success of our client’s businesses. We form strategic

to improve efficiencies and comply with legislative requirements using

partnerships providing products and services which

weight-based traceability and quality management systems.

enable our clients to meet their business objectives.

Our Journey
Weighing Equipment
Stevens Traceability initially specialised in the manufacturing and supply of
weighing equipment, however, as developments in technology evolved, Stevens
created a leading recipe formulation system with weighing equipment at its core,
which can be found in 90% of largest bakeries in the UK.

Additionally, with changes in legislation in the food and beverage industry,
customers required a tool to evidence traceability in their food production
process.
Recipe Formulation System
Led by our customer requirements and legislation, the Stevens end-to-end
traceability system was born.

End-to-End Traceability
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Our People
Stevens Traceability employs over 60 people
who are central to the success of the business,
and between them, they have over 200 years’
experience in the weighing industry.

From engineers, technical designers, software
developers, product development and project
management, the staff at Stevens Traceability work
together to deliver and support your traceability
system, with our account managers working as
part of your team to help you meet your business
objectives.

Dynamic

Essentials

Dynamic is a full end-to-end paperless traceability system covering every aspect of your business from

Essentials is a paperless traceability system, which

goods-in to despatch and waste. The Stevens Traceability System ensures ingredients are weighed and traced

enables small to medium-sized manufacturers

accurately and consistently using our software, terminals and weighing equipment. With weight control at the

to proactively manage their production and

centre of the system, costly giveaway and out-of-specification batches are minimised. The system can also be

stock processes. Including a sub-set of Stevens

used for portion control.

software modules, the Essentials system is a
fantastic solution for small manufacturers looking to

Designed and supported in-house, the Dynamic traceability system provides quick reports to suit BRC and

automate their procedures.

SALSA audit programmes, demonstrating full traceability and producing mass balance reports at the touch of
a button.

The Essentials system also provides a selection of
reports to suit BRC and SALSA audit programmes,

The Dynamic system can also offer in-line and off-line check-weighing appropriate to the latest average weight

with mass balance reports being produced in a

legislation.

matter of seconds.
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Management
The Stevens Management System puts you in complete control of all aspects of your
production and stock environment.
Reports
The Reports module allows users to track and monitor all aspects of your production line,
with many different configurable reports available including stock and waste.
Stock
Stock can handle your day to day stock management, including booking in stock, adjusting
stock, adding purchase orders and moving stock.
Production
Production covers all aspects of the production environment including recipe weigh-up,
allergen control, portion control, packaging and more.
Waste
Waste Dynamic enables recording and reporting of waste produced, including wet and dry
ingredients, location, reason and batch number.
Average Weight
Average Weight allows you to weigh samples to satisfy average weight guidelines and gives
warnings to control batch deviation.
Despatch
Within Despatch, operations such as picking and despatching sales orders are undertaken.
Integration Service
Stevens Dynamic Traceability System can be integrated into many back-office systems
such as Sage, SAP, Tropos, Access, Navision and many more.

* Modules vary within each system - Ask for details

Weighing
Equipment
From bench scales, platform scales and pallet truck
scales, through to indicators and balances, we
supply a range of weighing equipment to support

Support
Our in-house software development and support team continually work on the traceability system making
improvements and supporting clients with training and 24/7 phone support.

Stevens has a team of field-based engineers who cover the whole of the UK and Ireland. From general
maintenance, standard calibration, UKAS calibration and validation, our engineers can attend one-off repairs
or support you with regular maintenance if a service contract is in place.

commercial weighing operations.
The Service division offers 5 levels of service contract meaning you are covered for any unwanted
In addition, we provide average weight terminals
and in-line checkweighers to ensure product
consistency for quick and effective check-weighing
to meet with regulatory compliance and quality
requirements.

“

breakdowns, and you can choose a level of cover that best suits your business needs.

“We’ve had a business relationship with Stevens Traceability for over 13 years and throughout this time
the level of service has been first class. The team are extremely knowledgeable and work with us to
ensure that the system grows as we grow, whilst adapting to changes in compliance criteria, technology
and people.”

P. Jenkins, British Premium Meats

Expertise
Traceability is vitally important for many businesses using ingredients or components in their product production, or where assets need to be traced.

Stevens Traceability work with companies from a variety of industries, including:

Animal Nutrition

Beverage

Blending

Cash

Chemical

Industrial

Logistics

Personal Care

Pharmaceutical

Waste

Food

Testimonials

“From goods-in through to production, the Stevens

One of the major advantages of the Stevens Traceability system is just how user-friendly it is. Our staff are

Traceability System enables us to trace single

there to do a job and the easier we can make it for them to complete the tasks in hand, the happier the staff

ingredients and batches via a very simple and

and the more productive they become. We have a diverse team made up of different nationalities and levels

easy to use terminal. Their system supports us in

of IT know-how so training our staff needs to be quick and effective. With the Stevens Traceability system

managing our inventory using the FIFO (first-in-first-

there are no issues whatsoever with training staff due to the large screens, simple interface and jargon-free

out) method and the team at Stevens Traceability

instructions.

are constantly working with us to streamline
processes and introduce new elements to our

We’ve had a business relationship with Stevens Traceability for over 13 years and throughout this time the

system.”

level of service has been first class. The team are extremely knowledgeable and work with us to ensure that
the system grows as we grow, whilst adapting to changes in compliance criteria, technology and people.”

Amy Irwin, Brooklands Bakery
P. Jenkins, British Premium Meats

As an exporter we are audited annually by the BRC (British Retail Consortium) to BRC Food Technical

The Stevens Traceability System provides

Standards which is in place to evaluate manufacturers of food products and the suppliers they in turn use

everything we’d expect from a traceability system

to provide the ingredients. We can’t export without passing the BRC audit as it’s seen as a pre-requisite

– and so much more. The system future-proofs us

for trading internationally. Without Stevens Traceability System we wouldn’t be exporting, and we certainly

as a business and enables us to continue building

wouldn’t be supplying many of the brands we now work with. The system provides us with all the traceability

automation into the process when we’re ready.

information we need at the touch of a button, streamlining both the production and audit process.”

For example, recording waste is still carried out
manually, however there is the ability to ‘plug-in’ the

G. Shewan, Quality Systems Manager, Maclean’s Highland Bakery

waste module providing us with complete flexibility
for the future of the business.

Russel Green, Morris Quality Bakers
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